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System P1-10 "Dejection"

System description
Sun Type Red Dwarf

Celestial Bodies 1 Terrestial, 1 Gas Giant, 2 Asteroid Belts
Current Occupants IPG

The star system's primary use is for the Nepleslian Intelligence Pacification Group, who have a sizable
basing and prison operation on the system's only habitable planet, known as Abjection. The star system
is heavily guarded by the presence of four starbases, the Star Military Intelligence Pacification Group
Naval Detachment, a small detachment of regular Navy warships and the 140 Na-S/S-04a Rook
Automated Defense Platform stations in place. Also in place are a high number of interdiction field
generators, with an effective radius of 20 AU, essentially locking the system from Hyperspace fold travel.
Vessels entering within .5 Lightyears will be prompted for authorization codes and warned that
unauthorized vessels will be destroyed. If proper access codes are not provided, any ship entering one
quarter lightyear of the system will be targeted for extermination.

Under Construction

None

Terrestrial World: Abjection

Physics

Type Large Ocean, limited land mass
Radius 9386.08 km (1.47 x earth)

Surface Area 1.11 x 109 km2

Land Area 2.44 x 108 km2 (1.64 x earth)
Mass 1.87 x 10*25 kg (3.13 x earth)

Density 5.40 g/cm3 (0.98 x earth)

Composition 25.3% iron, 24.7% oxygen, 19.2% nickel, 18.6% silicon, 12.3% other metals, trace other
elements

Climate

Climate Types Almost universally cold and raining.
Flora Density Very low, especially on shore. Limited life below sea.

Fauna Density Very little other than carnivorous birds above the water. Oceans are literally
packed with very large, very terrifying, very bloodthirsty creatures.

Length of Day Twenty hours. Cloud cover is generally too thick to allow sun through.
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Average Temperature The planet is generally between -20 and 50 degrees Fahrenheit. Many land
areas are frozen year-round, although is rarely, if any, snow.

Population

The planet of Abjection is primarily utilized by the Intelligence and Pacification Group as a penal colony,
training center, and experimentation facility. It is also the Almost all land masses are occupied by at least
one IPG building, and the world is strictly off-limits to civilians and other unauthorized military personnel.
About 5,000 IPG personnel are onworld at a given time. Several landmasses are also given over to
defense systems, primarily anti-ship plasma and torpedo batteries.

Capitol Despondency Citadel
Demographics IPG personnel, X-Tech personnel, various prisoners
Map Locations
Map to Use Kikyo Sector
Map Display Name Abjection
Map Coordinates 1227,1961
Map Importance Minor RP Location

Map Marker

Map Tooltip Content P1-10 "Dejection"
Show label? yes
Marker Anchor Bottom Center
Places of the SARPiverse
Place Categories star system
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